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Abstract

Resilient information and communications technologies are prerequisite for reliable operation of smart grid. In recent
years many standards for the new form of electricity network have been proposed which results in the situation that
operators and other smart grid stakeholders have difficulties in finding the documents which can be related to their
particular problems. To address this challenge a systematic study was conducted that aimed at identification of standards
most relevant to the cyber security of smart grid. In result thirty six publications on security and eleven on privacy have
been identified that are described and compiled in this paper. The details of the research method and the standards’
selection and evaluation criteria are presented.
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1. Introduction

Smart grid brings in multiple benefits stemming from
wide application of Information and Communication Tech-
nologies (ICT) that include improved power reliability and
quality, self-healing and increased resilience to disruption,
predictive and automated maintenance, or increased con-
sumer choice [1]. At the same time the dependence on the
ICT and interconnection with the Internet results in new
security and privacy concerns. Each network connection
of the grid constitutes a potential entry for a cyber-attack
and every network layer and the technology used may be-
come its possible target. Moreover, because the smart grid
is a complex system of distributed and interconnected sys-
tems, it presents an exceptionally large attack surface [2].

The new grid is exposed to the whole myriad of cyber-
threats which evolve dynamically. Botnets, zero-days, Dis-
tributed Denial of Service Attacks (DDoS) or Advanced
Persistent Threats (APT), are only few examples of threats
which emerged or advanced significantly in the last years.
There are also completely new threats inherent to the
smart grid domain. These, for instance, include the at-
tacks on the smart grid metering infrastructure. Compro-
mising a smart meter opens a way for reaching other smart
grid devices, such as smart thermostats, appliances, charg-
ing stations, because they are all interlinked. Furthermore,
the location of some of the smart grid components in pub-
lic places or at the end user facilities exposes them to a
nearly 24/7 potential attacker activity [2, 3]. Effective and
reliable protection of smart grids is one of the key enablers
of their adoption.
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To protect the smart grid, various security solutions
can be applied, including traditional cyber security tech-
nologies such as encryption, access control, anti-malware
or firewalls, as well as advanced methods, for instance:
Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) sys-
tems, trusted computing platforms or Situation Awareness
Networks (SANs) [4, 2, 5, 6, 7]. Security experts agree that
standardised solutions and practices should be used in the
first place [8, 9]. Standards help officers responsible for in-
troducing new security measures to answer the questions
regarding the choice of methods, implementation priorities
and extent, or the sufficiency of the approach. Solutions
based on so called “expert knowledge” of individual com-
pany employees may suffer from limitations, depending on
the experts’ experience and knowledge. The practices rec-
ommended in the standards, on the other hand, offer high
level of assurance that they are systematic, complete and
secure, as they were evaluated by numerous experts in a
long-term process.

The reasons for complying to standards are numerous
[10, 11, 12, 9]. Among them the fact that they enable
certification is worth to note as it constitutes a way for
gaining credibility of customers and building a competitive
advantage among other organisations in the sector [12, 9].
It is also quoted as one of primary adoption drivers [12].
However it should be borne in mind that standards are not
a “silver bullet”. They are often generic and deliberately
broad in scope, thus not offering detailed instructions on
how to resolve certain implementation issues. In result this
is the quality of the implementation of recommendations
specified in standards which accounts for the effective level
of obtained security [13].

In recent years numerous smart grid standards have
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been published. This results in the situation that opera-
tors find it difficult to orientate themselves in this plethora
of literature, for instance, when choosing a standard appli-
cable to a particular domain or functional area of the grid.
Each time they want to choose a standard-recommended
solution, they are forced to conduct a time consuming
study in order to select the relevant standards. The re-
search presented in this paper aims at addressing this prob-
lem by identifying the standards which address the subject
of smart grid cyber security. Based on a systematic litera-
ture review that comprised three main stages (see Section
2), 36 cyber security publications of relevance were identi-
fied. Some of the publications are not standards in the rig-
orous meaning of this word. Originally they were depicted
by their authors as guidelines, technical reports, special
publications or regulations. However over time they have
become de facto standards1.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 the
method of the research is described, followed by the pre-
sentation of standards’ selection and evaluation criteria
(see Section 3). Section 4 describes standardisation initia-
tives mentioned in the analysed literature. Many of them
comprised stocktaking studies, including security-oriented.
The key part of the paper (see Section 5) is dedicated to
the demonstration of the 36 identified standards that ad-
dress security issues in smart grid. Although the study
was primarily focused on security, the publications were
also analysed with regard to privacy. Section 6 presents
the results of this analysis, namely 12 standards are de-
scribed which to a greater or lesser degree describe pri-
vacy questions in smart grids. Finally, after discussion
of related work (see Section 7), the paper concludes with
closing remarks.

2. Research method

The literature survey was based on the approach of
Webster and Watson [14]. A rigorous systematic search
process was imposed to identify standards, scientific pa-
pers and books, as well as technical reports that describe
cyber security standards for smart grids. The strict dis-
cipline of the process aimed at assuring its repetitiveness
and comprehensiveness, and providing high level of cer-
tainty that all standards relevant to the subject would be
identified (completeness). The research was composed of
three main parts, namely the literature search, literature
analysis and standards’ selection.

Literature search. Databases of widely recognised pub-
lishers that address the topics of information security, en-
ergy systems, computer science and similar, namely the
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), Elsevier,
IEEE, Springer and Wiley, were searched for keywords

1De-facto standard – a custom, convention, company product,
corporate standard, etc. that becomes generally accepted and dom-
inant and is widely used and applied.

“smart grid”, “security” and “standard”. Then it was fol-
lowed by the search in aggregative databases that store
records of various publishers – EBSCOhost, Scopus and
Web of Science.

In the first step, electronic search was performed of
the keywords in any descriptive metadata of publications.
This led to identification of as much as 34,388 records.
Such abundant number of publications resulted from the
mode of operation of search engines. Some of them looked
independently for each of the keywords, other for all of
them at once. Thus the search needed a refinement by
looking solely at titles, keywords and abstracts, respec-
tively. The descriptive data of resulting around 700 records
were then analysed manually to elicit 79 publications that
seemed relevant to the research. In-depth review of these
publications led to identification of 58 papers which to
various extent addressed the subject of smart grid security
standards (Table 1). The majority of them just mentioned
selected standardisation initiatives or some standards, but
8 [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] presented more compre-
hensive studies.

Literature analysis. The publications identified during
the in-depth review were read completely or their relevant
parts in order to recognise smart grid security standards
and initiatives. This part also included the analysis of
cited references. In result some additional reports of rel-
evance (e.g. [23, 24, 25, 26] were found. The following
initiatives related to smart grid standardisation were iden-
tified [19, 27, 28, 25]:

• CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination Group
(SG-CG) [29, 19],

• European Commission Smart Grid Mandate Stan-
dardisation M/490 [30, 27],

• German Standardisation Roadmap E-Energy / Smart
Grid [23],

• IEC Strategic Group 3 Smart Grid [31, 32, 33, 26,
27],

• IEEE Smart Grid Standardisation [34, 35, 16, 36],

• ITU-T Smart Grid Focus Group [37],

• Japanese Industrial Standards Committee (JISC) Roadmap
to International Standardization for Smart Grid [25],

• OpenSG SG Security Working Group [38, 36],

• Smart Grid Interoperability Panel [39, 19, 27],

• The State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) Frame-
work [40, 27].

These activities were primarily dedicated to develop-
ment of new standards and guidelines, but the majority
of them also indicated already existent standards relevant
to the subject. They are briefly described in Section 4.
Among them, the work of IEC needs to be noted, as it
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Table 1: Literature search summary.

Publisher All metadata Title Abstract Keywords In-depth review Relevant
ACM DL 23 0 14 1 6 6

Elsevier SD 5674 0 30 3 9 9
IEEE Xplore 509 3 152 16 27 22

Springer 19 619 234 n.a. n.a. 14 4
Wiley 2677 0 9 3 7 3

Database
EBSCOhost 258 4 129 7 16 15

Scopus 5361 5 288 145
WoS 2671 3 n.a. n.a. 162 0
Total 34 388 249 622 175 79 58

1 The search was in the Topic field due to absence of all metadata search.
2 Search results repeated findings from searches in other databases.

plays particular role in this paper. IEC prepared and
maintains a very useful website with a Smart Grid Stan-
dards Map [33] – an interactive graphical tool that facili-
tates identification of relationships between standards and
smart grid components (see Section 4.4 and Fig. 1). The
map allowed for indicating to which smart grid compo-
nents are relevant the standards described in this paper.
This is illustrated by the applicability criterion described
in Section 3. As the IEC database doesn’t contain NIST,
NERC, DHS and other US publications described in this
paper, they were referenced to the map by the author.

To avoid any duplication of work, the initiatives and
the 8 scientific studies mentioned earlier were analysed in
the first order in search for standards related to smart grid
cybersecurity. Additionally, the literature search phase
was extended to identify other (possibly all) smart grid
cyber security standards’ identification initiatives which
revealed ongoing or concluded projects that are completely
or partially dedicated to smart grid standards’ stocktaking
[41, 42]. It became evident that these undertakings address
the subject from various perspectives and provide different
sets of standards.

Standards selection. The selection criteria discussed in
Section 3 were applied to the identified standards. As a
result 36 standards (e.g. ISO/IEC 27001, ISO/IEC 27002,
NERC CIP 002, NERC CIP 003) or standards’ series (e.g.
ISO/IEC 27000 series, NERC CIP) related to smart grid
cyber security were depicted. These publications are de-
scribed in Section 5. Table 2 shows the standards and
standards’ series that were referred to more than once in
the analysed publications. The standards and guidelines
which occurrence number is greater than 3 can be depicted
as most recognised. These publications include IEC 62351,
ISO/IEC 27000, IEEE 1686, NERC CIP, NISTIR 7628
and IEC 62443 (formerly ISA 99).

3. Standards’ selection and evaluation criteria

A literature search analogous to the one described in
the previous section was dedicated to identification of at-

Table 2: Standards indicated in more than 1 study.

Publication Type Occur.
IEC 62351 Standard 15

ISO/IEC 27000 Standards 11
NERC CIP Regulation 10
IEEE 1686 Standard 9

NISTIR 7628 Guideline 7
IEC 62443 (ISA 99) Standards 7

GB/T 22239 Standard 3
NIST SP 800-53 Guideline 3
NIST SP 800-82 Guideline 3
ISO/IEC 15408 Standard 3
DHS Catalog Guideline 2
IEC 62056-5-3 Standard 2

ISO 15118 Standard 2
ISO/IEC 27019 Standard 2

Security Profile for AMI Guideline 2

tributes that facilitate characterisation and comparison of
standards. In result 17 publications related to evaluation
of standards [15, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 13, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56, 57] were identified. The documents dis-
cuss information security (12) or smart grid (2) standards.
Three of them are dedicated to other normative documents
(green building, IT interoperability, Machine to Machine
and the Internet of Things).

Sunyaev [48] describes complete literature analysis ap-
proach and defines as much as 40 standards’ evaluation
criteria, which include e.g. availability, skills needed, scal-
ability, maturity level, compliance etc. The criteria are
grouped into three classification areas: general information
system (IS) security approach characteristics, general IS
security approach characteristics with reference to health-
care and healthcare specific IS security approach charac-
teristics.

Sommestad et al. [50] present a quantitative standards’
evaluation method that comprises three phases: selection;
grouping of recommendations and threats; quantifying fo-
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Figure 1: Smart grid components based on the IEC Smart Grid Standards Map [33].

cus of standards. Standard selection criteria are defined
which include availability in English, focus on SCADA
system security or type of publishing organisation. The
comparison of standards is quantitative, based on the nor-
malised value for the number of occurrences of certain key-
words in the compared texts.

Beckers et al. [47] developed a structured, conceptual
model for analysis of standards and a template that facil-
itates its application. A common terminology is defined.
The paper comprises good discussion of other standards’
surveys. Siponen and Wilson [13] also distinguish between
selection and assessment criteria. The former include re-
cent release and wide acceptance of scholars and practi-
tioners. The latter: the scope of application and the type
of evidence.

Several papers defines qualitative criteria. Arora [53]
evaluates standards according to their focus, scope, struc-
ture, organisational model etc. Phillips et al. [55] com-
pares technical features (including band, range and data)
and security features (confidentiality, integrity, availabil-
ity). ENISA’s evaluation of Privacy Enhancing Technolo-
gies [46] distinguishes between maturity and stability, pri-
vacy policy implementation and usability. Zhang et. al
[43] – objective and measures (idea analysis), Gazis [45] –

maturity, layers, arrangement, domain, definitions, audi-
ence, etc. Eastaughffe et al. [57] focus on the domain-
specific features such as safety management agents, in-
tegrity levels, human factors, assurance techniques or post-
development issues. Kuligowski [51] compares standards’
terminology, maps controls and documents, and defines
qualitative/quantitative criteria that include effectiveness
of security standards, number of certifications, number of
privacy data breaches, target organisations etc.

Another approach is presented in NIST SP 800-29 [56]
where the content of documents is compared, section by
section. Similarly in the works of Kosanke [52] and Metheny
[58] who also present domain-specific comparison criteria.
While Ruland et al. [15] and Idaho National Laboratory
[54] just overviews surveyed standards.

Summarising, the publications present standards’ eval-
uation approaches or criteria for various domains, but none
of them provides smart grid-specific criteria. Sunyaev [48]
in his study dedicated to the healthcare sector depicts an
impressive number of security assessment-related criteria.

Based on the analysis, the following, mutually non ex-
clusive selection criteria were chosen. A standard to be
selected for a content based evaluation (see previous Sec-
tion) needed to be: (a) published in English, (b) referenced
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Table 3: Standards’ evaluation criteria.
Criterion Description
Scope The subject to which the standard

is dedicated.
Type Indicates whether the standard

presents technical solutions or more
general, high-level guidance.

Applicability Smart grid components to which the
standard can be applied based on
the IEC Smart Grid map.

Range Geographical coverage of the stan-
dard, whether it is national or inter-
national.

Publication Date of publication of the standard.

in smart grid standard identification studies or papers, (c)
published by a standardisation body or governmental in-
stitution, (d) related to cyber security. The evaluation
criteria which serve in comparing the selected standards
are presented in Table 3.

4. Standards identification initiatives

During the literature analysis stage of the research (see
Section 2), reports were discovered which describe insti-
tutional initiatives carried out mostly by standardisation
bodies that aim at identifying smart grid security stan-
dards. This chapter provides descriptions of these initia-
tives. The presentations focus on cyber security related
actions.

4.1. European Commission Smart Grid Mandate M/490

Mandate M/490, directed to the European standardis-
ation bodies, was issued by the European Commission on
the first of March, 2011. The aim of the mandate is to
develop or update a set of standards that foster creation
and operation of the European smart grid. The man-
date requests the European Committee for Standardiza-
tion (CEN), the European Committee for Electrotechnical
Standardization (CENELEC) and European Telecommu-
nications Standards Institute (ETSI) to develop a smart
grid standardisation framework that would facilitate con-
tinuous standard enhancement and development by Eu-
ropean standardisation bodies. The framework should in-
clude: 1) specification of a technical reference architecture,
2) a set of standards and 3) definition of standardisation
methodology and tools. The mandate explicitly indicates
cyber security, information security and privacy, system
integrity and data protection and integrity as technical
areas that need to be addressed. In fact, a distinct part
of the document is dedicated to specification of standard-
isation activities related to information security and data
privacy.

4.2. CEN/CENELEC/ETSI Smart Grid Coordination Group

Smart Grid Coordination Group (SG-CG) is a joint
initiative of the three European standardisation bodies:
CEN, CENELEC and ETSI launched in response to the
Mandate M/490 (see Section 4.1) which aims at provid-
ing a unified framework for smart grid standardisation in
Europe. At the end of 2014 the group published final ver-
sions of the reports that describe components of the stan-
dardisation framework: 1) an extended set of standards
that fosters smart grids deployment, 2) standardisation
methodology, 3) interoperability measures and 4) infor-
mation security measures.

The report on information security [29] was prepared
by the Smart Grid Information Security (SGIS) working
group. It describes key elements of smart grid informa-
tion security, namely the smart grid architecture model,
smart grid information security levels and selected use
cases. Substantial part of the work is dedicated to the
identification of existent standards relevant to smart grid
information security and privacy, as well as potential stan-
dardisation gaps. 10 standards with security requirements
and 7 standards that specify security solutions are pre-
sented. Each of the standards is referred to the Smart
Grid Reference Architecture (see Figure 1). Security rec-
ommendations and a new risk assessment methodology are
provided that are in line with the work of the European
Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) [29].

4.3. German Roadmap E-Energy / Smart Grid

E-Energy/Smart Grid Expertise Centre for Standard-
ization within the German Commission for Electrical, Elec-
tronic & Information Technologies of DIN and VDE (DKE)
performed actions related to the development of a strate-
gic plan of German standardisation activities in the con-
text of European and global developments, which among
the others included the analysis of the current situation
worldwide. The results of this initiative were presented
in two subsequent versions of the German Roadmap E-
Energy / Smart Grid published in 2010 and 2013 [59, 23].
Both documents include summary tables which compare
various studies on smart grid standardisation, but more
descriptive contents focused on standards are presented
in the earlier report. There recommendations for security
and privacy are presented as well [59]. The second report
contains a separate chapter dedicated to security aspects
of smart grids, which in fact summarises the work of the
CEN/CENELEC/ETS SG-CG (see Section 4.2) [23]. 9
standards that address security questions were identified
by the initiative.

4.4. IEC Strategic Group 3 Smart Grid

The IEC Strategic Group on Smart Grids (IEC SG3)
is responsible for international standardisation activities
in the field of smart grid technologies. The group de-
veloped a standards framework and released a roadmap
which inventories existing, primarily IEC, standards and
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allocates them to different smart grid applications [26]. In
the report, the recommendations for further developments
of standards are presented.

Additionally to that the group maintains a website
which facilitates access to the most relevant standards [60].
The site facilitates identification of standards based on
their topic and smart grid area i.e. the relevant compo-
nents of the smart grid architecture (see Fig. 1). It also
visualises all smart grid components that are addressed by
a selected standard. At the moment as much as 512 stan-
dards are registered to the website, which were published
by standardisation bodies including IEC, ISO, CISPR, EN,
ENTSO, ETSI, ITU-T, W3C, IEEE, IETF and other. There
are 18 (IEC and ISO) standards identified as relevant to
smart grid security.

It is also possible to download a list of smart grid-
related IEC standards. The list is presented in an inter-
active Excel file where standards are classified according
to their topic. The topics include various types of energy
source (solar voltaic, wind turbines, hydro power etc.), dif-
ferent parts of the infrastructure (electrical relays, power-
line, substation automation etc.) and others. There are
three topics relevant to its security: “Information Technol-
ogy security”,“security” and “security of control systems”,
for which 13 standards are indicated.

4.5. IEEE Smart Grid Standardisation

The IEEE publishes over 100 standards and standards
in development relevant to smart grid, including more than
20 that are recognised by the SGIP (see Section 4.9) and
included into its smart grid interoperability roadmap [39].
Currently there are 19 IEEE Working Groups and 37 projects
that contain “smart grid” in the name. Among them the
IEEE 2030 and IEEE 1547 projects are highly recognised
[34, 16, 36]. The former resulted in publication of sev-
eral standards dedicated to smart grid operability that
define the Smart Grid Interoperability Reference Model
(SGIRM), the terminology, characteristics, functional per-
formance and evaluation criteria, as well as engineering
principles for smart grid interoperability. The latter (IEEE
1547) concluded with specification of requirements for in-
terconnecting distributed energy resources to the distribu-
tion segment of the electric power system.

4.6. ITU-T Smart Grid Focus Group

ITU-T Focus Group on Smart Grid (FG Smart) op-
erated between February, 2010 and December, 2011. Its
objective was to lay the foundations for development of
smart grid standards (recommendations) by the ITU-T.
This was achieved by recognising smart grid standardisa-
tion actors, preparing a glossary of smart grid terms, iden-
tifying prospective directions of research, analysing case
studies and developing requirements for network commu-
nication, evaluating potential impacts of on standards de-
velopment for various thematic areas. The group delivered
five reports that describe: 1) the use cases, 2) commu-
nication requirements, 3) the smart grid architecture, 4)

smart grid concepts, 5) and the terminology [61]. The
Smart Grid Architecture document [62] presents the re-
sults of gap analysis between standards and smart grid
functions. There several standards are indicated that ad-
dress subsequent smart grid domains, including two re-
lated to security. The report itself directs to NISTIR 7628
for a description and requirements of security functions
[62].

4.7. Japanese Industrial Standards Committee

In Japan, under the Japanese Industrial Standards Com-
mittee (JISC), two strategic groups were founded: in 2009,
the Study Group on International Standardization for Next
Generation Energy Systems and in 2012, the Subcommit-
tee on Smart Grid International Standardization, with the
aim of promoting Japanese smart grid standardisation ac-
tivities and developing a roadmap for Japan’s contribution
to the international smart grid standardisation effort. The
groups identified the current status of smart grid devel-
opments and initiatives, identified the thematic areas of
interest (Wide-Area Awareness in Transmission, Supply-
Side Energy Storage, Distribution Grid Management, De-
mand Response, Demand-Side Energy Storage, Electric
Vehicles and AMI Systems), selected the 26 Priority Ac-
tion Areas of Japanese contribution and analysed possible
standardisation strategies. The topics are addressed in co-
operation with other international bodies, including IEEE,
IEC and CEN/CENELEC [34, 25].

4.8. OpenSG SG Security Working Group

The Utility Communications Architecture (UCA) is a
standards-based communication architecture for the elec-
tric, gas, and water utilities that facilitates large scale in-
tegration at reduced costs. It was designed in the nineties
by the IEEE and the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI). UCA applies to all functional areas including cus-
tomer interface, distribution, transmission power plant,
control center, and corporate information systems [63].

The Open Smart Grid (OpenSG) User’s Group is a
member group of the UCA International Users Group – a
not-for-profit organisation that assists users and vendors
in the deployment of standards for real-time applications
for several industries and which works closely with the or-
ganisations responsible for developing such standards (e.g.
the IEC TC 57: Power Systems Management and Associ-
ated Information Exchange). The group promotes broad
adoption of advanced metering networks and demand re-
sponse solutions through development of open standards.
The Security Working Group of the OpenSG focuses on
developing security guidelines, recommendations, and best
practices for smart grid and AMI [64].

4.9. Smart Grid Interoperability Panel

In 2014 the National Institute for Standards and Tech-
nology released the third version of NIST Framework and
Roadmap for Smart Grid Interoperability Standards [39]
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which summarises the results of the seven years work on
identifying the standards by NIST Smart Grid Interop-
erability Panel (SGIP). Among the others the framework
includes a list of smart grid standards and specifications
identified as important for smart grid and a list of docu-
ments applicable to the grid.

In 2009 NIST established the Cyber Security Coordi-
nation Task Group (CSCTG) which was later incorpo-
rated into SGIP and renamed to the SGIP Cyber Secu-
rity Working Group (CSWG). The group formed of over
five hundred international experts has been continuously
working on cyber security issues of smart grid. Since the
beginning of 2013 when SGIP was transitioned to a pri-
vate/public partnership funded by industry stakeholders
in cooperation with the federal government, CSWG oper-
ates as the Smart Grid Cybersecurity Committee. Among
many achievements, publication of NISTIR 7628 Guide-
lines for Smart Grid Cyber Security [65] is one of the most
important. The document covers various aspects of smart
grid security and provides a roadmap for developing ef-
fective cyber security strategies tailored to the specifics of
organisations. There are cyber security requirements for
smart grid presented in logical interface categories.

Additionally, in February, 2014, NIST published the
Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cyberse-
curity [66]. The framework aims at supporting critical
infrastructure owners and operators in reducing cyber se-
curity risks in industries such as power generation, trans-
portation and telecommunications. It relies on a variety of
existing standards, guidelines, and practices and indicates
them adequately to each area of critical infrastructure pro-
tection in the Framework Core. These references include
publications such as: ISO/IEC 27001, NIST SP 800-53,
ISA 62443, COBIT and CCS.

4.10. State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC)

In March 2009, the State Grid Corporation of China,
the state-owned electric utility, created a working group
responsible for studies on smart grid standards. Accord-
ing to [40], the group studied 1550 standards (781 in-
ternational standards and 769 domestic standards). The
study results were compiled into the SGCC Framework
and Roadmap for Strong and Smart Grid Standards re-
port [40] released in July, 2010.

5. Results of the analysis

The following sections provide characterisation of the
standards from the security assessment point of view. The
summary of the analysis is presented in Tables 4 – 9. The
standards are described in the order of their recognisability
by the smart grid standard identification studies or papers
described in Section 2.

5.1. IEC 62351

The standards from the IEC 62351 Power systems man-
agement and associated information exchange – Data and
communications security series aim at defining security
properties of communication protocols defined by IEC TC
57 (IEC 60870-5, IEC 60870-6, IEC 61850, IEC 61970 and
IEC 61968). They enable setting various levels of protocol
security, depending on the protocol and the parameters se-
lected for a specific implementation. They were designed
for backward compatibility and phased implementations.
Subsequent documents in the series introduce to the se-
ries, define common terms, specify security properties and
address end-to-end information security [67]. The two in-
troductory documents – IEC 62351-1 (introduction) and
IEC 62351-2 (terms and definitions) are general in scope
while the remaining 4 valid standards (other 2 were with-
drawn) provide specific technical requirements. IEC 62351
standards apply to all components of the smart grid archi-
tecture (see Fig. 1) besides physical, cable layer. They
have a worldwide range.

5.2. ISO/IEC 27001 and 27002

The ISO/IEC 27000 series (or ISO27k for short) com-
prises information security standards that present good
practices and recommendations on information security
management, risks and controls. The standards resolve
around the establishment and operation of an Informa-
tion Security Management System (ISMS) which refers in
design to management systems for quality assurance (the
ISO 9000 series) and environmental protection (the ISO
14000 series). The ISMS’ cyclic character responds to the
dynamic nature of the information security environment
where threats, vulnerabilities or impacts of information se-
curity incidents change over time [68, 69, 70]. At present,
around thirty standards in the series are published and
available, while several more are still under development.

ISO/IEC 27001 [68], the flagship publication in the
ISO/IEC 27000 series, is the most fundamental interna-
tional standard for information security management, ap-
plied broadly by organisations of various profiles (com-
mercial, governmental, not-for profit etc.) and sizes [71].
It is general in scope, not orientated towards any partic-
ular domain, sector or technology. It specifies require-
ments for establishing, implementing, operating, monitor-
ing, reviewing, maintaining and improving an Information
Security Management System (ISMS) within the organ-
isations’ business contexts [68, 69, 70]. ISO/IEC 27002
provides auxiliary, practical guidance on the implementa-
tion of ISO/IEC 27001 [69]. The international standards
ISO/IEC 27001 and 27002 can be applied to all compo-
nents of the smart grid architecture (see Fig. 1).

5.3. NERC CIP

North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC)
Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) standards define
requirements for controls and measures to protect the bulk
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power system from cyber threats. The current, fifth ver-
sion of the standards, approved by the US Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) on November 22, 2013,
represents visible change in the approach and composition
of controls comparing to its predecessor apparent among
the others in the focus shift from critical assets to cyber
systems and three-level, impact-based classification of the
systems. The series comprises 11 documents subject to
enforcement. It can be applied to all components of the
smart grid architecture (see Fig. 1).

5.4. IEEE 1686

IEEE Std 1686-2007 IEEE Standard for Substation In-
telligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) Cyber Security Capa-
bilities [72] defines properties, functions, and practices for
substations Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) in the
domains such as data access, diagnostics, configuration,
firmware upgrading or manually forced operation. The
standard establishes baseline security requirements for IEDs
and defines which safeguards, audit mechanisms, and alarm
indications need to be provided by IED’ vendors. The
standard supports users in defining security programs. It
is designed to meet the NERC CIP requirements in the
first place, but can be applied to any substation IED [72].

5.5. NISTIR 7628

The National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) Internal or Interagency Report (IR) 7628 Guide-
lines for Smart Grid Cyber Security is a three-volume re-
port which provides a comprehensive framework for smart
grid stakeholders that can be used for developing effective
cyber security strategies tailored to their particular char-
acteristics, risks, and vulnerabilities [65]. This de-facto
standard is applicable to all components of the smart grid
architecture (see Fig. 1).

In Volume 1 a logical reference model of smart grid
is defined, which distinguishes twenty two logical inter-
face categories of smart grid architecture. In relation to
the model, high level security requirements for smart grid
are specified. Further on cryptographic and key manage-
ment issues as well as cyber security strategies are dis-
cussed. Volume 2 is dedicated to the privacy of smart grid
stakeholders (see Section 6). Volume 3 presents other sup-
plementary material that includes, for instance, classes of
potential smart grid vulnerabilities classified by category,
research and development themes or key power system use
cases that are architecturally significant with respect to se-
curity requirements for smart grid [65].

5.6. IEC 62443 (ISA99)

The ISA99 standards, developed by ISA99 Committee
(ISA – the International Society of Automation), address
electronic security of Industrial Automation and Control
Systems (IACS). Since 2009 these standards have been
adopted in the IEC 62443 series, by the IEC Technical
Committee 65 (“Industrial-process measurement, control

and automation”) Working Group 10, which proceeds in
strong collaboration with ISA99 Committee [73]. Spec-
ifications in the standards include security models and
concepts, system security compliance metrics, security life
cycle and use cases, patch management in the IACS en-
vironment, security technologies for IACS, security risk
assessment and system design, implementation guidance
for an IACS security management system, as well as var-
ious requirements that refer to different aspects of IACS
(security management system, solution suppliers, product
development, IACS system and its components).

5.7. GB/T 22239

GB/T 22239 Information Security Technology – Base-
line for Classified Protection of Information System Secu-
rity [74] is a Chinese general-purpose standard dedicated
to information systems of any type, published in June,
2008. It defines security requirements for information sys-
tems at five levels of security protection ability i.e. ,,the
extent to which a system can defend against threat, de-
tect security event and restore to the previous state in case
of system damaged”. The requirements are split between
technical and managerial.

5.8. NIST SP 800-53

NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-53 Recommended
Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Or-
ganizations [75] is a fundamental NIST document devoted
to information security management. It guides through
the process of selection and specification of security con-
trols for information systems of federal agencies. The in-
structions are applicable to all components of information
systems that are responsible for processing, storing, or
transmitting federal information [75].

NIST SP 800-53, after FIPS 199, defines three types
of information systems depending on their impact on in-
formation confidentiality, integrity, and availability: low
impact, moderate impact and high impact systems. For
each of the system types – a security control baseline –
a set of minimum security controls is defined. The three
security control baselines are hierarchical with regard to
the security controls employed in those baselines. Each
higher baseline comprises all security controls of the lower
extended with some new [75].

Security controls defined in NIST SP 800-53 are grouped
into seventeen families that cover all areas of information
security management (technological, management, opera-
tional, legal, etc). NIST SP 800-53 very reasonably refers
to security aspects, defining minimum requirements that
can be satisfied by various organisations and sufficient to
ensure a good level of security [75].

Although NIST SP 800-53 has been originally dedi-
cated to US federal agencies, it raised great international
interest, and is perceived as de-facto standard in the area,
adopted and implemented by organisations and enterprises
worldwide. It is fully compatible with ISO/IEC 27001 and
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the related ISO/IEC 27000 series. In Table H-1, Appendix
H of NIST SP 800-53 [75]) a 1:1 assignment between NIST
SP 800-53 and ISO/IEC 27001 is presented. NIST SP
800-53 can be applied to all components of the smart grid
architecture (see Fig. 1).

5.9. NIST SP 800-82

NIST SP 800-82 Guide to Industrial Control Systems
(ICS) Security is the NIST primary publication dedicated
to the security of Industrial Control Systems (ICS). The
document introduces to the topic and overviews various
types of ICS (SCADA, PCS etc.) and typical system
topologies. It identifies common ICS threats and vulner-
abilities and specifies recommended security controls to
mitigate the associated risks [76]. Similarly to other NIST
publications it is widely recognised and adopted world-
wide.

5.10. ISO/IEC 15408 and 18045 (Common Criteria and
CEM)

The ISO/IEC 15408 set of three standards Informa-
tion technology – Security techniques – Evaluation criteria
for IT security [77, 78, 79] describes criteria for security
evaluation of IT products (hardware and software). The
standards were originally developed in the Common Crite-
ria project that aims at systematic, recognisable product
validations and certifications. The members of the project
granted ISO/IEC non-exclusive license to use their com-
mon criteria specifications in the ISO/IEC 15408 develop-
ment. The currently available ISO/IEC 15408 standards
are from 2008 and 2009, while the newest, freely avail-
able, Common Criteria (v3.1 Release 4) [80, 81, 82] were
published at the end of 2012. These standards are fully de-
voted to the security assessment subject as far as security
products are concerned. The assessments are performed
in testing laboratories.

A separate document Common Methodology for In-
formation Technology Security Evaluation (CEM) [83] on
433 pages explains standardised, systematic methodology
of the assessments. The document is very detailed and
technical. Although it doesn’t explicitly mention smart
grid, it can be applied to security evaluation of its soft-
ware/hardware components. An earlier version of this doc-
ument was adopted as ISO/IEC 18045 Information tech-
nology – Security techniques – Methodology for IT security
evaluation standard [84] and published in 2008. ISO/IEC
15408 and 18045 standards are publicly available without
a charge2.

5.11. DHS Catalog

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS)’ Catalog
of Control Systems Security: Recommendations for Stan-
dards Developers presents practices that various industrial

2from http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailable-

Standards/index.html

organisations have recommended to increase the security
of Industrial Control Systems (ICS). The recommenda-
tions, grouped into 19 categories, are broad in scope in
order to provide a flexibility level that enables developing
sound cyber security standards specific to individual se-
curity needs. The de-facto standard can be applied to all
components the smart grid architecture (see Fig. 1).

5.12. IEC 62056-5-3

IEC 62056 series is dedicated to electric meter data
exchange for meter reading, tariffs and load control. The
standards specify different aspects of the communication
including physical layer services, transport layers and ap-
plication layers, object identification and interfaces. IEC
62056-5-3 Electricity metering data exchange – The DLMS/COSEM
suite - Part 5-3: DLMS/COSEM application layer [85]
addresses information security issues of Device Language
Message Specification (DLMS) and COmpanion Specifica-
tion for Energy Metering (COSEM).

5.13. ISO 15118

The three-part international standard ISO 15118 Road
vehicles – Vehicle to grid communication interface [86]
specifies the communication interface between electric ve-
hicles and the charging infrastructure. Part 2 defines net-
work and application protocol requirements, including se-
curity [86].

5.14. ISO/IEC 27019

ISO/IEC TR 27019 Information technology – Security
techniques – Information security management guidelines
based on ISO/IEC 27002 for process control systems spe-
cific to the energy utility industry was prepared by DIN
Deutsches Institut für Normung e. V. and adopted under
a special “fast-track procedure” by Joint Technical Com-
mittee ISO/IEC JTC 1, Information technology, in parallel
with its approval by the national bodies of ISO and IEC
[87]. It extends the ISO/IEC 27000 standards to the area
of control systems and automation technology used in the
energy sector, providing the domain-specific interpretation
guidance on the ISO/IEC 27002-based information secu-
rity management that extends from the business to the
process control level [87].

The structure of ISO/IEC 27019 is similar to ISO/IEC
27002. For the controls specified in ISO/IEC 27002:2005
that require a sector-specific method of implementation,
implementation guidelines are provided [87]. Otherwise di-
rect references are made to the specifications in ISO/IEC
27002. The list of the new control objectives and measures
for the energy supply sector is provided in Annex A. Sup-
plementary comments and notes are presented in Annex
B [87].
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5.15. Security Profile for Advanced Metering Infrastruc-
ture

Security Profile for Advanced Metering Infrastructure
[88] is a guideline developed the Advanced Metering In-
frastructure Security (AMI-SEC) Task Force and issued
in June, 2010. The aim of the document is to provide
guidance on building-in and implementing security in the
AMI infrastructure. The majority of security controls pre-
sented in the standard are adapted from the DHS Catalog
of Control Systems Security (see Section 5.11).

5.16. AMI System Security Requirements

AMI System Security Requirements [89] provides util-
ity industry and vendors with a broad set of detailed, tech-
nical or organisational security requirements for Advanced
Metering Infrastructure (AMI) to be used in the procure-
ment process. Numerous (almost 500) requirements are
grouped in three categories 1) Primary security services,
2) Supporting security services and 3) Assurance services.
DHS Cyber Security Procurement Language for Control
Systems [90] defines analogous procurement security re-
quirements, but for Industrial Controls Systems.

5.17. IEC 62541

IEC 62541 OPC unified architecture is a series of platform-
independent, interoperability standards for the secure and
reliable exchange of data in the industrial automation space
and in other industries. IEC TR 62541-2:2016 OPC uni-
fied architecture - Part 2: Security Model [91] describes
complete security model that includes the description of
possible threats to the OPC Unified Architecture (UA)
and security functions aiming to mitigate them. Impor-
tant part of the document is dedicated to the analysis of
how the OPC-UA security functions meet security objec-
tives and defend from the threats.

5.18. IEEE 2030

IEEE Std 2030 series is also dedicated to smart grid
(overall) interoperability. It specifies Smart Grid Interop-
erability Reference Model (SGIRM) and provides the rel-
evant guidance. Cyber security is an integral part of the
standard. IEEE Std 2030 IEEE Guide for Smart Grid In-
teroperability of Energy Technology and Information Tech-
nology Operation with the Electric Power System (EPS),
End-Use Applications, and Loads describes privacy and
security protection techniques, smart grid security princi-
ples, security process, security engineering, risk manage-
ment or security categorisation. IEEE Std 2030.2-2015
Guide for the Interoperability of Energy Storage Systems
Integrated with the Electric Power Infrastructure [92] ded-
icates its Chapter 8 to the subject of security and privacy
in energy storage systems. Also in IEEE Std 2030.3-2016
IEEE Adoption of Smart Energy Profile 2.0 Application
Protocol Standard the eight chapter is dedicated to secu-
rity and privacy in the network communication application
layer.

5.19. NRC RG 5.71

The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Regu-
latory Guide (RG) 5.71 Cyber Security Programs for Nu-
clear Facilities [93] presents a set of security controls and
the guidance on their use, that address national regula-
tions regarding protection of nuclear infrastructures. The
controls in the standard originate from NIST SP 800-53
and NIST SP 800-82, but they were adapted to the specifics
of the nuclear energy sector. They are grouped into a tem-
plate of a cyber security program presented in Appendix
A. The standard introduces the notion of Critical Digital
Assets (CDA) which are important from the security and
safety point of view and must be obligatorily protected
[93].

5.20. Standards on risk management

ISO/IEC 27005 Information technology – Security tech-
niques – Information security risk management [70] is a
subsequent very popular publication from the ISO/IEC
27000 series. It is explains the process of risk manage-
ment, which is particularly suitable for the organisations
that comply with ISO/IEC 27001. Another document de-
voted to risk management is NIST SP 800-39 Managing
Information Security Risk [94] which explains the process
in detail.

A risk management methodology dedicated to the elec-
tricity sector is described in Electricity Subsector Cyberse-
curity Risk Management Process [95] collaboratively de-
veloped by US DoE, NIST and NERC. The methodology
is strongly based on the general-application risk manage-
ment process described in NIST SP 800-39 [94].

US Department of Energy (DoE) Energy Infrastructure
Risk Management Checklists for Small and Medium Sized
Energy Facilities [96] presents complete checklist-based
approach to risk management for small- and medium-scale
energy facilities, such as municipal and independent utili-
ties, or rural cooperatives.

5.21. Standards with security requirements

IEEE C37.240 Standard Cybersecurity Requirements
for Substation Automation, Protection, and Control Sys-
tems [97] after describing the cyber security problem in
the utilities sector, defines baseline cyber security require-
ments dedicated to electric substations’ communication
systems (automation, protection and control).

Dutch guideline Privacy and Security of the Advanced
Metering Infrastructure [98] presents ISO 27001-based se-
curity and privacy requirements for AMI. German VGB-
Standard IT Security for Generating Plants [99] specifies
security requirements for power plants.

GB/T 20279 Information Security Technology – Se-
curity Technical Requirements of Network and Terminal
Separation Products [100] is a national, Chinese standard
which presents technical security requirements for network
separation devices (firewalls and similar).
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NIST SP 800-124 Guidelines for Managing the Secu-
rity of Mobile Devices in the Enterprise [101] defines se-
curity requirements for mobile devices and describes com-
plete life cycle of secure management of the devices.

ISO/IEC 19790:2012 Information technology – Secu-
rity techniques – Security requirements for cryptographic
modules [102] defines prerequisite security characteristics
of cryptographic modules used in security systems that
protect sensitive information in computer and telecommu-
nication systems.

5.22. Other standards of relevance to smart grid cyber se-
curity

IEC 61400-25 Communications for monitoring and con-
trol of wind power plants series specifies uniform informa-
tion model and protocols for communication between wind
power plants and Industrial Control Systems. IEC 61400-
25-3 describes selected security aspects.

IEEE 1402 Guide for Electric Power Substation Physi-
cal and Electronic Security [103] describes security aspects
related to the establishment and operation of electric sub-
stations. It describes different types of physical intrusions,
methods of protection against and evaluates the effective-
ness of the measures. Section 6.2 is dedicated to computer
security.

The series ISO/IEC 14543 Information technology -
Home electronic system (HES) architecture consists of 20
standards that describe different components of home con-
trol systems including communication and interoperabil-
ity aspects. Security aspects are addressed in ISO/IEC
14543-5-1:2010 and ISO/IEC 14543-5-7:2015, where se-
curity mechanisms for Intelligent Grouping and Resource
Sharing (IGRS) protocols are described.

NIST SP 800-64 Security Considerations in the Sys-
tem Development Life Cycle [104] demonstrates how to
incorporate good security practices into the life cycle of
IT system development.

RFC 6272 Internet protocols for the smart grid [105]
identifies key Internet protocols to be used in smart grid.
Several sections of the standard are dedicated to security.

5.23. Summary and comparison of standards

Tables 4 – 9 illustrate main features of the standards
according to the criteria described in Section 3.

6. Privacy questions in the analysed standards

Although this study was primarily dedicated to the
recognition of standards that address cyber secure oper-
ation of smart grid, the identified publications were also
analysed with regard to presence of privacy related con-
cepts. In result 12 standards of relevance were recognised
that are enlisted in Table 6. This chapter provides de-
scriptions of the standards and the privacy questions which
they raise.

6.1. NISTIR 7628

Among the standards, NISTIR 7628 stands out as
from its three extensive volumes, one (177 pages) is com-
pletely devoted to privacy in smart grids [65]. The stan-
dard introduces basic privacy concepts, describes legal as-
pects of privacy in the grid, indicates which private infor-
mation can be potentially disclosed in the smart grid and
discusses in detail the privacy concerns that are charac-
teristic to smart grid, such as learning personal behaviour
patterns or performing real-time remote surveillance. The
problem of inevitable in smart grid transfers of energy us-
age data to third parties is described as well as privacy
issues of the electric vehicle communication. To answer
these questions existent privacy protection standards and
tools are indicated [65].

Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) is a structured pro-
cess that aims at evaluating the risks associated with stor-
ing, processing and sharing of personal information in a
given context, as well as identifying the measures to miti-
gate the risks. The Privacy Subgroup of SCIP CSWG (see
Section 4.9) performed the PIA for smart grid in 2009 an
2010. The methodology of the study, its findings and re-
sulting recommendations are presented in a separate chap-
ter [65]. The risks which will be evolving together with the
development of new technologies are also discussed in the
document, NIST actions in the field of privacy and rec-
ommendations for protecting privacy in smart grid are de-
scribed. Additional detailed information is provided in 5
appendices where regulatory frameworks, third party data
transfers related privacy practices, privacy use cases, sum-
mary of the PIA and privacy related definitions are de-
scribed [65].

6.2. NIST SP 800-53

Also in NIST SP 800-53, which is not smart grid spe-
cific, but rather of general application, a considerable amount
of content (26 pages) is dedicated to privacy. Namely, the
Appendix J, after a brief introduction of the subject, de-
fines 26 privacy controls, based on international standards
and best practices, grouped into 8 families (AP - Author-
ity and Purpose, AR - Accountability, Audit, and Risk
Management, DI - Data Quality and Integrity, DM - Data
Minimization and Retention, IP - Individual Participation
and Redress, SE - Security, TR - Transparency and UL
- Use Limitation) [75]. The controls, which include e.g.
Privacy-Enhanced System Design and Development, Min-
imization of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) Used
in Testing, Training, and Research or Inventory of Person-
ally Identifiable Information [75] can be directly applied
to protect privacy in smart grids.

6.3. IEC 62443 and ISO/IEC TR 27019

IEC 62443 addresses some selected privacy aspects se-
ries related to the use of IACS. IEC 62443-2-1 states that
“information that is sensitive to disclosure needs to be
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Table 4: Smart grid or power systems’ standards relevant to cyber security applicable to all smart grid components.

Standard Scope Type Range Pub.
1. IEC 62351 Security of communication protocols Technical Worldwide 2007
2. NERC CIP Bulk electric system cyber security General US 2013
3. NISTIR 7628 Smart grid cyber security General US 2014
4. NRC RG 5.71 Cyber security of nuclear infrastructures General US 2010
5. EI RM Checklists Risk management in small/medium energy facilities General US 2002
6. Risk Management Process Risk management in electric sector General US 2012
7. IEC 62541 OPC UA security model General Worldwide 2016
8. RFC 6272 Identification of Internet protocols for smart grid Technical Worldwide 2011

Table 5: Smart grid or power systems’ standards relevant to cyber security applicable to substations.

Standard Scope Type Range Pub.
9. IEEE 1686 Cyber security Technical Worldwide 2007
10. IEEE C37.240 Cyber security Technical Worldwide 2014
11. IEEE 1402 Physical and electronic security General Worldwide 2008

Table 6: Smart grid or power systems’ standards relevant to cyber security applicable to Industrial Automation and Control Systems (IACS).

Standard Scope Type Range Pub.
12. IEC 62443 (ISA 99) IACS cyber security Technical Worldwide 2009
13. ISO/IEC 27019 IACS cyber security General Worldwide 2013
14. NIST SP 800-82 IACS cyber security General US 2013
15. DHS Catalog IACS cyber security General US 2009
16. DHS Cyber Security Procurement

Language for Control Systems
Cyber security require-
ments for procurement

Technical US 2008

Table 7: Smart grid or power systems’ standards relevant to cyber security applicable to Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI).

Standard Scope Type Range Pub.
17. Security Profile for AMI Cyber security General US 2010
18. Privacy and Security of AMI Security and privacy requirements General Netherlands 2010
19. AMI System Security Requirements Security requirements for procurement Technical US 2008
20. IEC 62056-5-3 AMI data exchange security Technical Worldwide 2016

Table 8: Smart grid or power systems’ standards relevant to cyber security applicable to selected smart grid components.

No. Standard Scope Applicability Type Range Pub.
21. VGB R175 Cyber security require-

ments for power plants
Power plants Technical Germany 2014

22. IEC 61400-25 Wind power plants-
IACS communication

Wind power plants Technical Worldwide 2015

23. IEEE 2030 Energy storage systems’
interoperability

Storage Technical Worldwide 2015

24. ISO 15118 Vehicle-grid communi-
cation

PEV and relevant
comm. infr.

Technical Worldwide 2014

25. ISO/IEC 14543 Home Electronic Sys-
tem security

Home Electronic Sys-
tem

Technical Worldwide 2010/2015
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Table 9: General application standards and guidelines which can be adopted to smart grid.

No. Standard Scope Type Range Pub.
26. ISO/IEC 27001 and 27002 IS management General Worldwide 2013
27. NIST SP 800-53 IS management General US, worldwide 2013
28. GB/T 22239 IS management General China 2008
29. ISO/IEC 27005 Risk management General Worldwide 2011
30. NIST SP 800-39 Risk management General US 2011
31. ISO/IEC 15408 / Common Criteria Security assessments Technical Worldwide 2008/2012
32. ISO/IEC 18045 / CEM Security assessments Technical Worldwide 2008/2012
33. GB/T 20279 Security requirements for network

separation devices
General China 2015

34. ISO/IEC 19790 Security requirements for crypto-
graphic modules

General Worldwide 2012

35. NIST SP 800-64 Security of systems in development Technical US 2008
36. NIST SP 800-124 Security of mobile devices General US 2013

Table 10: Standards that address privacy issues. The level of rele-
vance (high, moderate, low) is indicated.

No. Standard Relevance
1. NISTIR 7628 High
2. NIST SP 800-53 High
3. IEC 62443 Mod.
4. ISO/IEC 27019 Mod.
5. IEEE 2030 Mod.
6. Privacy and Security of AMI Mod.
7. AMI System Security Requirements Mod.
8. NIST SP 800-82 Mod.
9. ISO/IEC 15408 Mod.
10. NIST SP 800-64 Mod.
11. ISO/IEC 27001 and 27002 Low
12. Security Profile for AMI Low

properly protected both to maintain competitive advan-
tage and to protect employee privacy.” IEC 62443-1-3,
in Chapter 7, defines IACS privacy metrics such as the
number of unauthorised disclosures of non-public IACS
personnel information, the number of failures to ensure
confidentiality and integrity of IACS personnel records or
the number of access violations related to fraudulent state-
ments or counterfeit documents that resulted in the disclo-
sure of IACS data which could be used for financial ben-
efit. IEC 62443-2-1 specifies (after ISO 27001:2005) the
15.1.4 security requirement “Data protection and privacy
of personal information” that imposes data protection and
privacy assurance according to relevant legislation, regu-
lations, or contractual clauses. Implementation guidance
(not IACS specific) is provided, based on ISO 27002:2005.
A similar approach is taken in ISO/IEC TR 27019 [87].

6.4. IEEE 2030

The smart grid interoperability standard IEEE Std 2030-
2011, in Chapter 4.5.2 briefly overviews the problem of
privacy in smart grids. It explains that privacy regards

the various modes of use (collecting, accessing, distribut-
ing etc.) of the Personally Identifiable Information (PII),
and that various interpretations and definitions of privacy
exist. Smart grid, with its new technologies, such as smart
meters or smart appliances, introduces new privacy risks
that need to be addressed by proper measures, including
Privacy Impact Assessments (PIA) performed frequently
[106]. A similar description is provided in the IEEE Std
030.2-2015 [92].

6.5. Privacy and Security of the Advanced Metering In-
frastructure

The Dutch guideline Privacy and Security of the Ad-
vanced Metering Infrastructure [98] consistently with its
title addresses both, security and privacy of AMI. Accord-
ing to the document the two concepts partially overlap.
As far as the the target of protection is concerned, privacy
is narrower in scope, because it focuses on personal data.
On the other hand, the protection objectives in privacy are
broader than in security as they regard the questions of
unnecessary further processing of information or unlawful
processing, and satisfying legal requirements that concern
the sensitive data. At the same time, to be capable of pro-
tecting privacy, security must be assured first. The doc-
ument defines PII and privacy-sensitive information and
identify privacy related goals, risks and requirements [98].

6.6. Other standards that refer to privacy

AMI System Security Requirements [89] include the
class of 16 requirements that are oriented towards privacy
and confidentiality in AMI. In the description of the AMI
system, privacy concerns are indicated in all 4 use cases
that are related to billing and 2 (“Customer Prepayment”
and “Third Party Energy Management”) that regard cus-
tomer activities. According to the guideline, security ob-
jectives in smart grid should include prevention of privacy
violations, while privacy questions need to be included into
the utility worker education [89].
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The IACS orientated NIST SP 800-82 provides guid-
ance and supplementary or enhancing information on ap-
plication of the NIST SP 800-53 security and privacy con-
trols to IACS. Chapter 6.2.19 explains that the privacy
controls from NIST SP 800-53 are directly applicable to
IACS [76].

ISO/IEC 15408 which provides criteria for security
evaluation of IT products, in its second part [78] “Secu-
rity functional components” defines class “FPR: Privacy”
of functional requirements that regard privacy understood
as protecting users against discovery and misuse of their
identity by other users. The class contains 4 families:
anonymity, pseudonymity, unlinkability and unobservabil-
ity [78].

NIST SP 800-64 dedicated to security in software de-
velopment recommends privacy impact assessments per-
formed during the process of building a new system. It
should be determined, usually during security categorisa-
tion, whether the system would store or process PII, and if
it was, the appropriate measures need to be implemented
that include privacy information incident handling and re-
porting [104].

The newest version of ISO 27001 defines the secu-
rity objective 18.1.4 “Privacy and protection of person-
ally identifiable information” (earlier – 15.1.4) which re-
gards the implementation of appropriate policy, controls
and procedures to protect the privacy of personal infor-
mation in accordance to relevant legislation, regulations,
or contractual clauses [68]. The security objective is de-
scribed in more detail in ISO 27002 [69].

Security Profile for Advanced Metering Infrastructures
[88] just mentions privacy when explaining the rationale
of the DHS-2.8.9 (“Communication Confidentiality”) and
DHS-2.9.1 (“Information and Document Management Pol-
icy and Procedures”) security controls. According to the
document confidentiality requirements are necessary to en-
sure the privacy of customer and business information,
while document management policies should help avoid-
ing violations of privacy laws [88].

7. Related work

As mentioned in Section 2, during the literature search
smart grid standardisation initiatives were identified that
indicated already existent standards relevant to cyber se-
curity. The studies are based on expert knowledge and
don’t aim at scientific completeness of their analyses. Thus
they don’t indicate a systematic method which would serve
for this purpose. In result they provide diverse sets of stan-
dards and address the subject from various perspectives.

Additionally to that 8 scientific papers were identified
(see Section 2) that focus on identifying smart grid cyber
security standards [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].

Ruland et al. [15] overview IEC 62351, IEC 62443,
IEC 62541-2, ISO/IEC 27019, NISTIR 7628, NERC CIP
and Smart Grid Information Security of CEN-CENELEC-

ETSI Smart Grid Coordination Group and compare their
focus and the scope of application.

Griffin and Langer [16] explains developing a smart
grid security architecture. The approach is strongly based
on NISTIR 7628, the Smart Grid Coordination Group’s
Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) and the Micro-
grid Security Reference Architecture (MSRA) of Sandia,
which are described quite extensively. Additionally sev-
eral IEC and IEEE standards are indicated. Although the
paper is not dedicated to identification or evaluation of
standards, the references and descriptions it provides can
be useful.

Rosinger and Uslar [17] present five standards’ sets
(IEC 62351, IEC 62443 / ISA 99, NERC CIP and ISO/IEC
27000) and two national (German) standards (BDEW Whitepa-
per [107] and Protection Profile for the Gateway of a Smart
Metering System (Smart Meter Gateway PP) [108]). The
standards are categorised depending on the value they add
to a particular domain of smart grid (generation, trading,
retail, transmission, storage, metering, application).

Kanabar et al. [18] briefly describe smart grid stan-
dards for protection, control, and monitoring applications
in various areas of power transmission and distribution
network. As for security – IEC 62351 and IEEE 1686 are
shortly described and NERC CIP, NIST SP 800-53 and
NIST SP 800-82 are mentioned.

Goraj et al. [19] overview NERC CIP, IEEE 1686, IEC
62351, NISTIR 7628, CIGRE technical brochures on cyber
security and some European cyber security initiatives – in
the context of a secure remote access to electrical substa-
tions.

Falk and Fries [20] summarise smart grid security stan-
dardisation and regulation initiatives including NERC CIP,
German BDEW, NIST SGIP and European Smart Grid
Joint Working Group, as well as standards and guidelines:
NIST SP 1108, NISTIR 7628, ISO/IEC 62351, IEC 61850,
ISO/IEC 15118, ISA99, IEEE 1686 and RFC 6272.

Wang et al. very briefly describe eight standards or
standards’ sets (NISTIR 7628, IEC 61850, GB/T 22239,
IEC 62351, ISO/IEC 15408, GB18336, ISO 27001, GB/T
22080) and four standardisation bodies (IEC SG3, IEEE
PES, NIST and SGCC) [22].

Among the evaluations, the analysis presented by Wang
et al. in [21] is the most systematic. In the first step, the
authors perform a literature review based on transparent
criteria (standard source, relevance to smart grid cyber
security and representativeness). They indicate 17 publi-
cations that include such recognised standards as NISTIR
7628, IEEE 1686-2007, NERC CIP, NIST SP 800-53 and
SP 800-82 or DHS Catalog [21].

All these studies expose varying levels of complete-
ness and often address the subject from a specific angle.
With the exception of [21], they don’t provide details of
a systematic method used in the evaluation, nor selec-
tion/evaluation criteria. Many of them are, in fact, just
loose overviews of smart grid security related standards
and guidelines.
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The research presented in this paper presents the fol-
lowing distinctive features:

• It provides high assurance of completeness due to the
application of a repeatable, systematic and rigorous
literature search and analysis method with explicitly
defined selection and evaluation criteria (see Section
2 and 3).

• The details of the research method are provided (see
Section 2).

• It constitutes an extensive guide through smart grid
standards that address cyber security problems – 36
standards and guidelines are described from the se-
curity perspective, referred to each other and related
to evaluation criteria (see Section 5).

• It comprises the search for and the analysis of privacy
related contents in the identified standards. 12 stan-
dards that address privacy issues were recognised
(see Section 6).

• All the standards are referenced to the IEC smart
grid architecture (see Fig. 1).

8. Conclusions

The study revealed a relatively large number of stan-
dards relevant to the security of smart grids. The publi-
cations vary in scope, from general, discussing more high-
level issues without providing details on concrete imple-
mentation (e.g. ISO/IEC 27019 or ISO/IEC 27001), to
strictly technical (e.g. IEC 62443 or IEC 62056-5-3). Part
of them is entirely devoted to cyber security aspects, other
refer to cyber security when addressing different smart grid
problems. In addition, there are standards not dedicated
to smart grid, but indicated as applicable to or even rec-
ommended to smart grid. 12 standards describe privacy
issues in smart grid.

As far as applicability of the standards is concerned,
19 documents can be applied to all smart grid components
(see Table 4. 8 of them are smart grid-oriented standards
and 11 of general application. 3 publications regard sub-
stations (see Table 5), 5 – Industrial Automation and Con-
trol Systems (IACS) (see Table 6), 4 – Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) (see Table 7) and 5 – other selected
smart grid components (see Table 8).
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